Choose Belgium!

The French community of Belgium grants several scholarships every year for students who have accomplished their MA and wish to pursue their academic career in Belgium. These scholarships are available for **5 to 9 months programs**.

Students of all levels, with basic knowledge of French (B1), can also get acquainted with Belgian culture and lifestyle through the French **summer courses** organized by the French community and for which scholarships are also available.

Please consult the website of the Embassy of Belgium in Tel Aviv, which also organizes the selection process, to learn more about the conditions and procedure:


If you have further questions, do not hesitate to contact Leslie Strosberg: leslie.strosberg@diplobel.fed.be or tel.: 03 611 94 24

**Application deadline: 31 January 2017**

**Different scholarships** :

**Summer scholarships (3 weeks)** are granted to students who have successfully finished at least two years of study in a higher education institute and who wish to attend French language courses in Belgium during the summer holidays.

**Research scholarships (5 months) and Specialization scholarships (one academic year)** are granted to students who have accomplished their MA and wish to conduct research work or pursue their studies in the French Speaking Universities of Belgium.

Join Us on:

Facebook # Embassy of Belgium in Tel Aviv

Instagram # belgiuminisrael

Twitter # BelgiuminIsrael